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ROBERT ADAMS ORIGINAL MEDITATION AND ANOINTING OIL
Be As A Flower
“Be as a flower. As a flower unfolds it naturally emits a beautiful fragrance to all” Robert Adams

The personal formulation worn by beloved Robert Adams for decades, recognized
lovingly by those in his environment as a soft trail wafting behind him as he entered and
exited a room, is once again offered in a limited supply to students. Hand crafted utilizing
the original potent essential oils, amid the traditional pure oils of calming almond and
sweet pure apricot, the predominant fragrance is reminiscent of the ancient temple holy
ambiance, exuding natural pure sandalwood and gentle fresh floral breezes. This rich,
potent fragrance contains no chemicals or artificial fragrances. One may dilute the oil in
‘carrier’ oils for bath, perfume, or diffusers.

A

beautiful and ancient tradition utilized as a vehicle of inner upliftment and

attunement amid the modern documented benefits of aromatherapy. Well integrated into
the spiritual cultures of ancient Egypt, China and India among others, Westerners are well
familiar with the holy traditions of frankincense and myrrh in biblical scriptures and
Catholic ceremonies. The majority of Hindu/Vedic spiritual ceremonies utilize fragrant
incense/oils for pure awareness of the higher realms in attunement to inner unfoldment.
The following inquiries may be of further assistance to you in enjoying, utilizing and
benefitting daily from this delightful tradition, as utilized by Robert Adams in his daily life.

Q: What are the enhancing qualities of the ingredients of this oil?
A: Several florals, herbs and spices surround the predominant fragrance. Among these,
roses are the traditional emanation of love and devotion attributed to originate from the
‘astral’ or ‘lokas’; realms of higher evolvement, spiritually evolved beings, spiritual
realization and divine assistance. Sandalwood is considered a sacred spiritual scent, most
widely associated with meditation and blessings. Frankincense is attributed to paying
divine homage to holy ones, purification of ones thoughts and intentions, and attuning the
atmosphere/ambiance and surrounding energies to higher awareness. Sweet almond oil
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is considered to be one of the most desired spiritual oils for health and beauty, utilized in
numerous therapeutic traditions.

Q: How can I utilize this oil in my daily life?
A: “Prepare a beautiful, peaceful place for pondering the dialogues every morning and
evening. Use fragrance, perhaps a candle. Use the same area everyday.” Many students
place the bottle on their meditation table/alter, a place of spiritual practices. The oil may
be applied in the traditional area on the forehead between the eyes during meditating,
praying, chanting, and the devotions of your faith. It may also be utilized in non- electric
oil diffusers.
The fragrance may be worn daily, lightly massaging the hands or arms, or placing in
traditional perfume locations on back of neck, behind ear, etc. It may be diluted by adding
an oil ‘carrier’; i.e. adding additional oil to a separated portion of the meditation oil for
bathing or to create a diluted fragrance. It is common in East Indian and tropical cultures
for women to apply fragrant oils daily to their hair.

Q: How does the spiritual Master Robert Adams utilize this fragrance?
A: Our beloved sage emanates this beautiful soft fragrance in daily wear and within his
private residence and Inner Circle, leaving a loving, uplifting sense of his Presence,
familiar to all with him. These pure essential oils ‘come alive’ in the mixture with ones own
skin, creating a personal individual fragrance. The qualities of the primary ingredients
have been utilized for spiritual uptliftment for centuries. Our spiritual Teacher playfully
pressed a small amount of this oil in the center the forehead of students during special
occasions and celebrations as observed in films of Inner Circle bhandaras, personal
birthday and Christmas feasts and celebrations regularly presented by his beloved wife
and himself within his private residence. “Never forget the most important thing, love,
compassion and humility. Be humble and gracious. Spread sunshine to all you meet.
Always live in honesty, spiritual integrity. Be a light unto others. To the world.”
Peace Peace Peace
Robert Adams
“Within you is The Light Of A Thousand Suns. Let the true sun shine forth!”
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*Do Not Store Near or Use On Children or Animals. Do Not Ingest. Use sparingly.
Apply a small amount on skin first prior to regular wear. This product has no artificial
chemicals preservatives or fragrances.
Contains all natural essential flower, herbs and sandalwood oils.
OFFERINGS
I am a wellness coach and spa therapist. I have been utilizing oils in our spa for eleven
years. I must say that this meditation oil is in a completely different category although I
cannot quite put my finger on the words...I can tell immediately that it is all natural
ingredients of essential oils with no artificial fragrances in it, which has an immediate effect
on the nervous system in bargaining the energies of the actual flowers and other
ingredients into one’s consciousness. The meditational effect is instantly heart opening. I
feel the love and refinement of the product. I did not attend the talks of Robert Adams, buy
this fragrance and rich quality of oils definitely combines the ancient with the deva land of
the flowers. So very special.
Raja Yoga -Catherine
I might suggest that if one is moisturizing one’s whole forearm or hands for instance, one
add a little apricot or sunflower oil for this is a rich, quality potency.
Mark -Verified Purchase
...so I just finished building my home in the hills overlooking the ocean. My wife gave me
the anointing oil to bless our house and chapel. There is deep resonance here. I enjoy it
very much I inhale it when I wake up. The house has grown into the oil and sweet
sandalwood and now we are instantly 'home' when we open the door. I am speaking both
literally and metaphorically. This is a wonderful, spiritual and happy home now. I don't
believe we will ever stop using it, because it seems to both soothe and create alertness in
clear seeing. Thanks.
Roger and Margarita Juanez -gifted
Love it. It’s been 3 years I had to wait though.
Stephen -Verified Purchases
Peace to you my online church! I have waited for so long for the oils to be available again! I
have given three of the oils as gifts to friends and they are in awe at the entire package. The
beauty of your packaging and the vibe is delightful. Please suggest a women’s shelter again
that I can donate a dozen or so bottles for Christmas. I love helping women get second
chances, and Robert Adams is the only spiritual teacher donating to these causes that I am
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aware of. I think this would be a happy Christmas present for women that have so little to
feel special again.
Catalina Reagan -Verified Purchase
...when I first put the oil on my wrists and forehead it took me straight into a deep loving
awareness that confirmed the consciousness that Robert sat in, without trying. The Heart
Meditation you included spiritually topped it off as I was so healed and refreshed the fortyfive minutes went by when I have never effortlessly felt deep loving meditation and never
for more than twenty minutes. You are providing the sacred. If I may humbly ask of your
kindness, please keep including Roberts sage heart meditation with the oil in these times to
rise into the reality of love, not words but loving kindness in this worldly chaos. The
expansion of soothing comfort continued. I put two drops on forehead before sleeping. I
awoke sensing a light-hearted happiness I had not felt for years. I had forgotten that there
is this quality to life here, as we muddle along without 'smelling the flowers.’ Indeed.
Shanti Siri -Verified Purchase
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